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表皮効果削減のための高周波断面形状の最適化



























































































(a) test conductor (b) division model 
 
(c) equivalent circuit of the division model 
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 ここで，in (n=1,2,…,m)は Fig.1(ｃ)の等価回路中の電流であ
る。また、電流 j が直線状の導体を流れている時の周辺磁界
H は、ｃを磁界 H の経路、dl をｃの微小線分として 
∫ =
c
jdlH                    (2e) 
 で与えられる。 







=                       (2f) 
で与えられる。 










 , in ≠                      (2g)  
ここで、In ,rn は，それぞれ n 番目の微小導体に流れる電流と i


































(a) 50Hz (b) 1kHz (c) 1MHz 
Fig.2 Current distributions. 
White: High, Dark: Low 
 






















(a) 50Hz (b) 1kHz (c) 1MHz 
Fig.3 Magnetic field intensity distributions. 
















 Fig.6(a),(b),(c)は Fig.5 に示す電流分布に伴う磁界分布であ
る。また、分割個数ｍは 1260，印加電圧は 1[mV]とした。 
 
 
Fig.4  Two tested conductors. 
 



















(a)50Hz (b)1kHz (c)1MHz 
Fig.5 Current distributions. 





















(a)50Hz (b)1kHz (c)1MHz 
Fig.6 Magnetic field intensity distributions 
White: High, Dark: Low. 
 











の導体で、横幅を 2[cm]，高さ 0.5[cm]，長さ 30[cm]とする。 
 
 
Fig.7  Deformed trial conductor. 
 























(a)50Hz (b)1kHa (c)1MHz 
Fig.8  Current distributions 
White: High, Dark: Low. 





















(a) 50Hz (b) 1kHz (c) 1MHz 
Fig9  Magnetic field intensity distributions. 
White: High, Dark: Low 
  












Fig.10  Square conductor. 
 
この導体を分割個数ｍ＝1225，印加電圧 1[mV]とし、電流分
布と磁界分布を以下の Figs.11, 12 に示す。 
 


























(a) 50Hz (b) 1kHz (c) 1MHz 
Fig.11  Current distributions.  
 



























(a) 50Hz (b) 1kHz (c) 1MHz 
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High frequency operation of all conductors used in electrical/electronic devices causes the skin effect 
in the current carrying conductors. In particular, employing high frequency system bus in modern high 
speed computer leads to the serious skin effect, which is one of the causes of thermal loss. 
In the present paper, we try to visualize the skin effect in various frequencies when flowing high 
frequency current in the conductors with various cross sectional shapes. Referring to the visualization of 
skin effect, we try to searching for the optimal cross sectional shape of conductor distributing the currents 
uniformly. This means that the conductor having optimal cross section is capable of flowing high current 
without high thermal cupper loss. To visualize the current distribution, i.e., skin effect, it is essential to 
solve one kind of Helmholtz equations. We employ a semi-analytical method which reduces the partial 
differential equation into a set of equivalent electric circuits. Evaluation of each of the branch currents of 
the equivalent electric circuits visualizes the current distribution reflecting the skin effect. 
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